FC 029 Weighing Product and Booking In
Start
PDMS Stock,
Booking In

Job Card

Weigh count and label product,
completing any outstanding part boxes
on the same job card

Job card has
sufficient head
room?

No

Job Card >
10% over run?

Is there a
follow on J.C.?
Yes

Follow on Job Card should be
located and returned to office
for replacement with new
adjusted job card.

Yes

No
Job Card

Mouldings should be booked on
to job card and follow on job
card quantity required adjusted
for overrun.

No

PDMS Summary of
Job Cards: Qty's
Required, made
and booked in.

Yes
PDMS
Stock,
Booking In

Communicate over run to
production, supervisor, QA &
office by e-mail

Production to investigate and
action over run.

Booking In Log

Book stock onto job card
and update booking in log

Objective:
To ensure all product is properly weigh counted on a timely basis.
To ensure short/over run production is properly controlled and correctly booked to
the relevant job card.
Job Card

To ensure all short/over run production is properly communicated to the relevant
departments for assessment of required corrective action(s) and a proper record is
maintained of same.
To ensure proper checks are undertaken throughout the weighing process to
maintain accuracy.
To correctly account for part boxes and to ensure weighing is scheduled to meet
delivery dates.

Ensure all mouldings accounted for.
All J/C's to be reconciled to the computer
before being returned to office.
Highlight J/C as "J/C agreed to
computer" including operator's initial &
date
Differences must be resolved.
If there is a part box, place an orange
label on it and amend its quantity on the
label

Job
still running?
No

Ensure we correctly label goods in accordance with our own labelling conventions
and those specified by the customer.

Yes

PDMS
Afterwork
Control Panel

Ensure any part quantity
properly labelled and place in
part box storage area. Refile job
card

Check whether quantity run by
PMS is consistent with quantity
booked into stock or to be
booked into stock and within 5% and +10% of Job Card
Requirement

Yes

Is booked in quantity
within acceptable
parameters of quantity
made as per the PM
System and as required
by the Job Card?

Yes

PDMS Summary of
Job Cards: Qty's
Required, made
and booked in.

No

FC 072 - Lost
Mouldings

Communicate under/over run to
production, supervisor, QA &
office by e-mail.
Production to investigate and
action over run.

Return Job Card to Office (daily)
and move product to storage
area.

End
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